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MISSION
To be a financially sound 
organization, providing a stable 
market for our independent 
agents and worry-free financial 
security for our customers. 

VISION
Be the Company of Choice by providing 
an extraordinary and worry-free 
experience for our agents, customers 
and employees.

Since our founding 135 years ago, we 
have focused on being there to support 
our friends in times of need. Simply 
put, we are here to serve our agents, 
policyholders, partners, employees and 
communities. We are a relationship and 
customer based company that strives 
to provide our partners with financial 
solutions to property and casualty risks, 
as well as software solutions.

While we may have hoped for better 
underwriting results in 2019, overall the 
company is moving in the right direction. 
The net loss ratio improved from 70.9% 
to 62.9%, and the combined ratio 
improved from 111.1% to 104.3%. IMT 
benefited from a strong equity market in 
2019. Realized and unrealized gains in 
the equity markets increased $12 million. 
This helped increase our policyholder 

surplus by $14.2 million, ending the year 
with a total of $169 million.

In 2019, our direct written premium 
grew by 3.4%, compared to the 
industry estimate of 3.8%. By design, 
this growth rate is lower than the 
last 10 years. In late 2018 and 
2019, IMT implemented multiple 
profitability initiatives. These initiatives 
include rate increases, wind and hail 
deductible adjustments, removal of the 
disappearing deductible for wind and 
hail claims, restrictive underwriting, 
tightening of reunderwriting guidelines 
and cancellation of unprofitable 
agencies. All of these initiatives slowed 
growth but provided a more profitable 
book of business. Many of these 
initiatives will continue to be realized 
in 2020. Our top agencies continued to 

PILLARS OF 
EXCELLENCE
Create high-touch, efficient services. 
Develop and grow agents/partnerships. 
Expand product and markets.  
Focus on the employee experience.
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"Want to keep a customer 
for life? Shock them with 
a random act of kindness 
or exceptional customer 
service experience."
– Melonie Dodaro



continued >>
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FINANCIAL 
HIGHLIGHTS 
INSURANCE OPERATIONS: Change (%)

Policyholder Surplus 
$169,154,858 ................................ 9.2%

Admitted Assets 
$452,024,718 ................................ 9.5%

Liabilities 
$282,869,860 ................................ 9.7%

Direct Written Premium 
$287,889,313 ................................ 3.4%

Net Written Premium 
$262,935,473 ................................ 3.1%

Combined Ratio ........................... 104.3%

Net Loss Ratio ............................... 62.9%

Expense Ratio ............................... 41.4%

grow their books of business, a trend 
we have continued to see over the past 
several years. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
IMT Computer Services, which provides 
state-of-the-art software for small mutual 
insurance companies across the country, 
continued to grow organically and with 
an acquisition. Revenue increased 
13.9% over the prior year. In August, we 
finalized the acquisition of Priority Data’s 
PD Spectrum. The platform will replace 
the MIPs and APPs products and was 
a great opportunity to bring a modern, 
web-based system to IMT’s mutual 
partners. This will allow IMT Computer 
Services to focus on new development 
to further improve the product. IMT 
Computer Services continues to provide 
extraordinary customer service while 
staying at the forefront of the industry. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
IMT continued its journey to become 
the Company of Choice for our partners 
and deliver on our commitment to 
policyholders. We were provided many 
opportunities to capitalize on our 
strengths: relationships, customer 
service, products and employees.

In 2019, we partnered with JD Power 
to provide a survey to our independent 
insurance Agents. Compared with similar 
survey results from the top 20 insurance 

carriers, IMT scored above industry 
average in both Commercial Lines and 
Personal Lines segments. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
IMT continues to make a significant 
investment in our technology 
infrastructure. The IMT Red Belvedere 
project is being developed to improve our 
ability to construct easier-to-use systems, 
improve speed to market and keep IMT 
at the forefront of the industry. 

This year we also updated our 
internal systems to include a workers 
compensation policy offering  
in Minnesota.

The new billing system was a massive 
team effort and our first major step to 
gain independence from the mainframe. 
While we had some issues along the 
way, we were able to address them by 
listening to our independent Agents and 
understanding their needs. With the 
valued feedback of agents, we continue 
to focus on developing and building our 
own internal platforms. 

IMT continues to be involved with 
InsurTech and the Global Insurance 
Accelerator. Through a partnership 
with Motions Cloud, a Global Insurance 
Accelerator company, IMT has provided 
a virtual adjusting option for our 



clients. We partnered with SD Refinery 
to conduct data mining of our textual 
liability data. IMT looks forward to 
exploring future innovative ideas 
through our involvement with InsurTech. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
IMT Insurance received the 2019 
Minnesota Company of the Year Award. 
This was a remarkable accomplishment, 
given that we have only been writing 
business in Minnesota for seven years. 
This recognizes our commitment to 
independent agents and our belief that 
relationships matter.

IMT received a bronze Telly Award in the 
Rebrand/Brand Content Craft-Motion 
Graphics/Design category. The Telly 
Awards are one of the most prestigious 
and competitive video and television 
awards in the country. IMT competed 
in this category with brands such as 
Viacom, Taco Bell, Sonoco, Philips  
and Red Bull. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
IMT participates in several face-to-
face activities with our independent 
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insurance agents each year. A once-in-
a-lifetime experience was had by IMT’s 
most productive and profitable agents 
during the 2019 Gem Trip in Pebble 
Beach. The event was attended by 
77 agents from across all six writing 
states. Throughout the year, IMT 
hosted 13 outings and events, with 
507 agents attending. The outings 
and events are an important way 
for IMT to continue building strong 
relationships and partnerships with 
our agency force. Through conference 
attendance and sponsorships, IMT 
was active in our states' independent 
agent organizations.  
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Culture is an integral part of what 
makes IMT unique. The IMT family 
of employees is our number one 
asset. In 2019, IMT was recognized 
as a Top Workplace in Iowa for the 
seventh consecutive year. This is a 
reflection of IMT’s engaging culture 
and dedicated employees.

Employee development continues to 
be a focus for IMT. The employee of 
the past is different than the employee 
of the future. You must evolve or 
become obsolete. This includes both 
technical skills and job knowledge, 
along with leadership skills and core 
competencies. IMT employees actively 
completed industry courses and exams 
to expand their knowledge. We had 19 
employees earn designations, including 
four who secured a designation of 
Charter Property Casualty Underwriter. 
We now have 77 CPCUs, one of the 
highest concentrations per capita in the 
industry. We also have 11 employees 
working toward higher education degrees. 
Professional and personal development 
is the ultimate competitive advantage. 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
We at IMT are committed to supporting 
our communities. The outreach 
committee was very active in 2019. We 

celebrated our 10th year supporting 
the St. Baldrick’s Foundation for 
children’s cancer research. Nine brave 
souls shaved their heads and helped 
raise valuable funds. Committee 
members also organized several 
volunteer opportunities throughout the 
year, including IMT’s Day of Caring and 
#GivingTuesday activities.  

For IMT’s Day of Caring, we closed the 
company doors so that employees 
could focus solely on volunteering 
in their communities. Planting trees, 
cleaning animal cages, assembling 

continued >>

"The real competitive 
advantage in any 
business is one word 
only, which is people." 
– Kamil Toume
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meal packages and weeding gardens 
were among the broad range of tasks 
completed across the states we serve. 
Throughout the year, 140 employees 
spent more than 800 volunteer time 
off hours engaged with various causes 
and charities that matter most to 
them. Corporately, IMT gifted monetary 
donations to more than 100 nonprofits 
and organizations. We marked our 37th 
year as a sponsor of the Blank Children's 
Hospital Festival of Trees and continued 
our title sponsorship of the IMT Des 
Moines Marathon. Nine outstanding 
Iowa teachers were honored with Golden 
Apple Awards and 27 scholarships were 
given to deserving college students. 
In addition, the Community Contest 

awarded 77 agencies donations 
for local community betterment 
projects. IMT rallies behind community 
involvement and giving back to those 
we serve. Together we are better. 

"Volunteers don’t get 
paid, not because 
they’re worthless, 
but because they’re 
priceless."  
– Sherry Anderson

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
In closing, IMT remains committed to 
building strong relationships, providing 

an exceptional customer experience and 
building on our 135-year history. Few 
companies match our rich history which 
is focused on building relationships and 
a deep commitment to our independent 
Agents, policyholders and customers.

In 2019, IMT was recognized 
as a Top Workplace in Iowa 
for the seventh consecutive 
year. This is a reflection of 
IMT’s engaging culture and 
dedicated employees.



With yet another high-volume year, 
the IMT Claim Department continues 
to deliver outstanding performance 
and customer service by building 
trust and developing relationships 
with our policyholders and 
independent agents while supporting 
them with our claims expertise.

Our professional staff is highly 
trained and continues to work on the 
development of skills and knowledge. 
Throughout 2019, the Claim Department 
has transitioned into a specialized 
claims representative staff. We moved 
from our well-known multi-line adjusting 
model to one of job specialization. The 
transition enabled our representatives 
to refine the tasks that they are 
responsible for and allowed them to 
develop a more proficient skill set.  

The team continues to maintain a high-
touch business model that focuses  
on the speed of service and  
perpetual communication.

The IMT Claim Department continues 
to differentiate ourselves from our 
competitors with open and ongoing 
communication throughout the claims 
process, high-touch customer service, 
exceptional claims expertise, and new 
and prevailing technology. 

Our priority remains to provide a 
distinct and positive claims experience 
by implementing accessibility, 
transparency and efficiency into 
our claims processes as well as 
conveying unprecedented customer 
service through our experienced and 
knowledgeable claims staff.  

 CLAIM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

CLAIMS REPORTED

32,895 

CLAIMS 
CLOSED28,536

NEW FACES IN THE 
CLAIM DEPARTMENT

11
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“I'm 67 years old, 
and I've never 
had an insurance 
company treat me 
this good!”  

– IMT Insurance Insured

“Just saw that we already have a closed claim. 
You are a rock star! Thank you so much for your 
great work — it's really appreciated.” 

– IMT Insurance Insured

“I love this!! 
I didn't even 
have a chance 
to forward 
the insured's 
estimate 
and you had 
already talked 
to the insured 
and issued  
payment.”  

– IMT Insurance Agent

CLAIMS 
SATISFACTION92%

“I just wanted to 
commend you on 
the superb service I 
received after hitting a 
deer with my car. You 
guys were great and 
fast! Thanks again.” 

– IMT Insurance Insured
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“Melissa is always prompt and willing to help out. Having partners 
in claims that are willing to assist you and help your customers as 
their own is an attribute that benefits not only her fellow coworkers 
but our customers as well.”

– IMT Insurance Agent

Personal Lines direct written premium 
was $203.6 million in 2019. This 
was an increase of $4.9 million 
(2.5%) over 2018. This compares 
to a 2018 increase of $16.2 million 
(8.9%). Minnesota (8.1%) and Iowa 
(5.4%) led the way. Growth in our other 
writing states was impacted by agency 
cancellations, which totaled about  
$3.9 million for the year. Personal Lines 
written premium accounted for 70.7%  
of IMT’s total written premium in 2019. 

Personal auto direct written premium 
was up 2.8%, and homeowners 

increased by 2.6%. The impact of rate 
changes was the driver of premium 
growth for the year. The average 
Wadena personal auto premium per 
policy increased by 7.5%, while the 
average homeowners premium per 
policy increased by 6.7%. 

There was great progress from an 
underwriting perspective in 2019. While 
some of the improvement was a result 
of less storm loss activity, the majority 
was achieved through agency review, 
rate increases and renewal underwriting. 
The Personal Lines net loss ratio 

decreased by 9.8 points compared to 
2018. However, the 2019 net loss ratio 
of 66.3% is three points higher than the 
10-year average.   

Regarding loss costs, we saw some 
marginally favorable trends around 
personal auto frequency but not enough 
to make up for increasing severity. 
Medical inflation and social inflation 
(claimants with legal representation) 
pushed personal auto liability loss 
costs higher. Physical damage loss 
costs increased as more and more 
new vehicles hit the road assembled 

with sophisticated technology designed 
to lead us to a self-driving future. 
Distracted driving is a huge challenge 
and will persist, causing a negative 
impact on personal auto frequency  
and severity. 

Restoring Personal Lines profitability will 
again be a top objective for 2020. We 
expect continued improvement to the 
non-storm loss ratio as our profitability 
initiatives continue to unfold throughout 
2020. And we will continue to build on 
our capabilities to provide exceptional 
customer service. 

  PERSONAL LINES 
 HIGHLIGHTS

NET LOSS RATIO  
IMPROVED BY

9.8 POINTS



COMMERCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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UNDERWRITING

FARM PREMIUM AUDIT

OUT 
OF1 3 Policyholder-driven 

audits are now 
completed online  
by the customer.

• Reducing paper footprint
• Reducing postage costs
• Improving turnaround time

•  Meeting innovation needs  
of our customer

• Increasing efficiency

•  Offering self-service 
options for a worry-free 
customer experience

87%
RETENTION  

OF BUSINESS

Be on the lookout for new coverages available 
for Farm/Personal Liability Line in 2020

22.3%
LOSS RATIO

5.9%
GROWTH

41%
GRAND SLAM!  
INCREASED 
HIT RATIO TO 57%

LOSS RATIO – 
STORM ACCOUNTED 

FOR 15.7%

we implemented a new targeted agency program 
through which partners have generated a 24.6% 
increase in premium since its inception.
•  Grew large accounts 

(those with premium  
of $10,000+):

 - Written premium grew 5.3%

 -  Number of accounts grew 3.7%

 -  Represent 6.8% of our  

total accounts

•  Rolled out workers' 
compensation policies  
in Minnesota 

•  Introduced cyber  
suite coverage

In 2019,
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LOSS CONTROL

Bond Department was 
established 20+ years ago 
Underwriting decisions are timely and made locally by 
an underwriting staff with more than 45 years combined 
experience. We write a wide array of both surety and 
fidelity bonds. We can do all of the work for you. 

BOND

Your key to 
   
Helping obtain, 
maintain and retain 
quality business

   
 A safer work 
environment and a 
stronger bottom line

   
Promoting  
worker safety

   
Reducing hazards  
and loss frequency

350 
AGENCY VISITS

2019

6.7% 
GROWTH

0% LOSS RATIO

2018

11.5% 
GROWTH

6.3% LOSS RATIO

150 EDUCATIONAL AND  
TRAINING SERVICES 
PROVIDED

1,700+ 
LOCATIONS 
INSPECTED



Change seemed to be the main theme of the year for the Marketing and Sales Department! The Marketing Department experienced 
additions to staff, retirements and enhancements to the way we conduct our business. We had a big change with the move into 

our new building which gave us new and exciting tools to get right to work. Through these changes, we remained versatile 
and made it a goal to stay effective and efficient in our response by providing top-notch products, systems and customer 

service to both our internal and external customers. We want IMT to remain the Company of Choice.

In 2019, our Midwest roots remained strong with five of our six states experiencing positive written premium 
growth. Iowa remains our largest writing state with 49.9% of our total written premium. Our remaining five 

states continue to grow and equal out the balance of premium amongst them.  

During 2019, we appointed 17 new agencies, which brings our total number of agency contracts 
to 967. We continue to look for strategic agency partnerships, and many agencies within the 

Midwest continue to express interest in partnering with IMT Insurance. However, due to 
multiple years of substantial growth and being selective with our agency partners, we 

made fewer new agency appointments. 

In addition to hosting over 500 Agents at 13 Agent outings and events and 
attending 27 Agent conventions and conferences, we offered Ladies Career 

Development Days and facilitated continuing education classes. The Ladies 
Career Development Days continue to be popular events with more 450 

attendees. We also sponsored numerous community events and 
contributed monetary donations and volunteer time to more than  

100 organizations throughout our writing territory.

MARKETING 
HIGHLIGHTS
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AGENCY  
PARTNERS  
RAN CO-OP  

ADS

68

MANAGERS ATTENDED 
THE IMT MUTUAL 

MANAGERS MEETING  
IN AUGUST

24

ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

2019 MARKETING SUCCESSES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND CHANGES

    
Hosted 77 agencies on the 2019 Gem 
Trip held in February 2019 at The Inn at 
Spanish Bay, Pebble Beach Resorts in 
Monterey, California.  

   
83 agencies qualified for Gem status 
in 2019. Gem agencies are determined 
by profitability, growth and longevity. 
Representatives from each Gem agency 
joined IMT in February 2020 at Eau Palm 
Beach Resort & Spa in Manalapan, Florida. 
48 agencies qualified as Gem Toos. 

   
455 women attended Ladies Career 
Development Days in 2019. Two Ladies 
Career Development Day events were held  
in Iowa and Wisconsin.

   
IMT was the title sponsor of the IMT  
Des Moines Marathon for the 15th 
consecutive year. The three-day event 
attracted nearly 8,000 runners from  
47 states and nine countries.  

   
IMT continues to be the title sponsor of the 
WHO-TV 13 Golden Apple Award, which is 
given out monthly to outstanding teachers  
in Central Iowa.

   
More than 250 agents attended three  
IMT continuing education classes.

   
The IMT Facebook business page and 
LinkedIn company page continue to illustrate 
IMT’s commitment to insurance education 
and community impact.

   

The IMT Link mobile app is a continued 
resource for agents to access policyholder 
information on the go. 

   

The territory managers averaged four  
in-person agency visits per day.

   
IMT ended the year with 967  
agency contracts.

   
The Worry Free app saw a 19% increase  
in users this year. 

   
Conducted our annual agency review in 
October and reviewed a total of 77 agencies.

•  Kicked off Commercial Break: Take 5 initiative —  
monthly emails showcasing different types of 
commercial accounts with brief coverage overviews.

•  Developed and implemented a Commercial Lines/
Marketing Target Agency program, which generated 
a 24.6% increase in commercial lines written 
premium with the targeted agency group.

•  Made a concerted effort to tell IMT's community 
engagement story. This promoted the company 
brand and showcased our culture of charitable 
giving and volunteerism. 

•  Remained vigilant at building a profitable agency 
force, consistently evaluating our agencies 
through internal meetings and face-to-face 
communication with our agents. We worked hard 
at increasing Commercial Lines business with new 
and existing agency partnerships.

•  Provided excellent customer service and 
enhanced the relationships with our agents 
and business partners.

AGENT EVENTS AND 
CONVENTIONS IN  
ALL SIX WRITING  

TERRITORY STATES

ATTENDED

27

AGENCIES 
RECEIVED 

CONTINGENCY 
BONUSES

200

AGENCIES 
PARTICIPATED IN 
OUR CALENDAR 

PROGRAM

189

 CALENDARS
WERE ORDERED

31,000+

HOSTED

OUTINGS AND EVENTS

13
507

AGENTS ATTENDED
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